
META TRENDS 2020 
Hottest global trends served with an Indian filter



WELCOME TO 2020

2019 saw the world’s largest democracy revolutionise rights, unlock identities and remodel lifestyles. It 
was a year of divergence. However, we believe that 2020 is set to define itself by taking a step back to 
take a leap forward. There are signs of simplicity, security and sustainability slowly finding a greater 
resonance. We believe that, as our world turns more vulnerable, everything from our fashion sense to 
our eating habits will shift dramatically but not always in the same direction. It seems that every idea 
we hold sacred is getting challenged. 

A myriad of trend reports have commented on parts of an epic year that 2020 is predicted to be. But 
how many of these trends are relevant to India? How do they affect and influence culture in India? 
How are brands making the most of these shifts? 

To answer these questions, we have analysed hundreds of trends from around 30 international reports 
by global organisations to come up with our own - a trend report to rule them all, if you may. With this 
analysis, we are excited to share with you, the 18 most relevant 'meta' trends for 5 different  
culture segments of 2020.
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Food is not just for the belly. It’s performing. It’s deceiving. It’s even coming 
to our rescue. It’s gone from just satisfying hunger to making a statement.

FOOD AND DRINKS

Dining has turned into drama.



Cardboard (Mumbai) has 
transportational interiors to  

alleviate the dining experience.

Servers & serving are the new focal points 
with whacky crockery, study of mixology 

and Turkish ice creams gaining popularity.

#CardboardBKC #DiningExperience #Serving #TurkishIceCream #IndianDessert

Lights, Camera, Action!
Our cravings are shifting from taste to theatrics. 

Beyond menus, cafés and restaurants are now 
adding a flavour of experience to their recipes. 
Getting a cup of coffee can involve a walk through 
a zen-like garden and ordering a cocktail can 
move you to outer space.  

Dinner is the same, dining is changing. 

Source: 
TBWA Edges 2020

Central Perk 7 in Navi Mumbai is a 
FRIENDS themed cafe, designed to 

for fans to live the beloved show.



Plot Twist Foodhall India conducts Masterclasses 
featuring exotic recipes like chia seed 

pudding and avocado hummus.

Demand for Non-alcoholic beers  
like Budweiser 0.0 is rising 

Demand for air-fryers and espresso 
machines has increased by 49%.

#ExoticRecipes #ChiaSeedPudding #NonAlcoholicBeer #PastaRoller  
#InstaKitchen #Kitchenwares #HomeAppliances #SushiMaker

Twists and turns can now be expected in the 
popcorn like in films. 

Indian palate preferences are evolving. There is a 
new-found appreciation for exotic ingredients & 
novel recipes that are finding space in kitchen 
shelves. Even alcohol is evolving as Gen Zs are 
getting mild and non-drinkers are raising a toast.  

Parents are now denying McDonald’s saying 
there’s Risotto at home.

Source: 
TBWA Edges 2020



Chefs like Vicky Ratnani are 
cooking up biodiverse menus that 
cater to climate-conscious diners.

Brands like Pappco Greenware and 
Ecoware are offering sophisticated 

packaging designs to tackle food wastage. 

Veganism & flexitarianism are on  
the rise, with vegan menus invading  

the organised F&B industry. 

Source: 
Daniel Eckler Tech Trends 2020 
Facebook Trends 2020

#ClimateConscious #Diners #FoodWastage #PackagingDesigns  
#Veganism #Flexitarianism #VeganMenus

Fight Sequence
Food has levelled up from being mere sustenance 
to our ammo in the climate change battle. 

Diners are shifting their eating habits to support 
environmental efforts. Food brands are producing 
healthy and sustainable foods that not only feed 
consumers but also nourish the planet. Strict diets 
are being given up for fusion diet plans that are not 
just tastier but also environmentally conscious.  

Not only is the refrigerator going green with no 
CFCs, but also what’s inside of it. 



TECH AND DATA

Tech is being disciplined.
Tech had lost its way but now it’s finding it’s way back home. Revolutionary 
tech is emerging to pull back old tech from the edge of falling into dystopia.



Techidemic 

Source: 
Isobar Augmented Humanity Trends 2020, Daniel Eckler Tech Trends 2020, Trendhunter Top Trends 2020, Springwire 
Retail Trends 2020, Forrestor Predictions 2020

#DroneLightShows #Marketing #Gaming #Harvesting #Chennai #AutomatedRobotics 
#Consistent #Deepfakes #AITechnology #FutureTechnology

With smartphones at the epicentre, technology is 
spiralling out, taking over traditional human roles 
like cooking & creativity.  

Food is dropping from the sky. Cars are driving 
themselves. People are conversing with machines. 
The overwhelming presence of tech across industries 
is reconfiguring the idea of it in people’s minds.  

Human upgrade is now imperative to stay relevant in 
this automated economy.

Farmers take a water break as Mahindra 
Driverless Tractors continue with the harvesting.

Chennai based start-up, ‘RoboChef’ is 
India’s first fully automated robotic kitchen

Deepfakes threaten businesses as fake 
audios & videos are being spread on 

WhatsApp to politically influence people.

Drones have revolutionised production, 
gaming, marketing & architecture. Drone 

light shows are outdating fireworks.



Enterprise Data Management Council  
is working with Nasscom to train IT  

professionals in Consumer data management  
 

Alphabet’s Jigsaw will help tackle the 
global menace of fake news with its  

tool that can verify fake images.

Lok Sabha passed the Personal Data 
Protection Bill in Dec 2019 for 

companies to be more transparent 
about their data storage policies. 

Facebook’s acknowledgement in the 
Cambridge Analytica case has made 

global giants sensitive with their data. 

Source: 
E-Consultancy Digital Trends 2020, Daniel Eckler Tech Trends 2020, Hootsuite Social Media Trends 2020, Hubspot Social 
Media Trends 2020, Forrestor Predictions 2020, Falcon Digital Marketing Trends 2020, Edlman Trends 2020.

#DigitalMarketing #DataManagement #FakeNews #Data  
#Technology #DataStorage #Facebook #CambridgeAnalytica

The data jungle is now being civilised. 

As invaluable as it will be in the emerging digitopia, 
concerns about data security & privacy will be 
higher. Social media suffered major trust issues for 
data breach and misinformation last year. 
Whistleblowing culture is now making companies 
vigilant about handling data. 

Under this paradigm of privacy, big tech monitoring 
our every online move is firmly in the spotlight.

Data Democracy



Building Block(chain) The Indian government is preparing a 
national framework to support a wider 

deployment of blockchain use cases.

Kerala is positioning itself to become 
the first blockchain hub of India 

Tech Mahindra & TCS are developing 
digital payments & consumer loyalty 

platforms using blockchain.

Coffee Board of India has 
launched a Blockchain based 

Farmer’s portal for supply chain.

Blockchain is expected to create 
over 30,000 jobs in 2020, with 

salaries up to 25 lakh per annum.
Source: 
Brandwatch Consumer Trends 2020, Isobar Augmented Humanity Trends 2020, GWI Consumer Trends 2020, Ford Trends 
2020

#Blockchain #Kerala #India #DigitalPayments #BlockchainTech #DigitalWallet 
#AutomatedTrading #SupplyChain #CoffeeBoardOfIndia #Jobs

Blockchain is reimagining the ‘Big’ in Big-data. 

Blockchain technology is a distributed public ledger 
that is hailed for enhanced security & privacy with 
decentralisation of data. It is continuing to develop at 
pace, making its way into governance, finance, 
banking, cybersecurity & even agriculture. It is believed 
that this revolutionary technology might be our 
weapon against  both unemployment and data privacy. 

Indian parents might soon be suggesting Blockchain 
education as the next big career option.



Money now has a mind of its own. 

The morphed notion of money is now influencing our 
perception of it & our relationship with it. The cycle 
of money crediting & debiting now feels like a never 
ending deja vu. It’s all invisible, instant, contactless 
and easy now.  

All we see of its presence is when the phone buzzes 
with a notification.

Ghost Money Auto-payment of tolls with  
FASTags is now mandatory.  

India's Aadhaar enabled payment system 
(AEPS) surpassed 200 million transactions 

with biometric authentication.

Contactless debit cards by VISA and 
Mastercard are riding the wave of 

payments through gestures.

Source: 
GWI Consumer Trends 2020, Ford Trends 2020, Google Research Review 2019

#Mobile #FinancialPlanning #Management #Biometric  
#Authentication #Contactless #Payments #Gestures 



FASHION AND BEAUTY

To trend or not to trend?
With impulsive purchases being planned & predicted, fast fashion  
is slowing down & beauty is becoming non-standardised.



Self-certified Beauty

Filters on Instagram & Snapchat 
are going offline in the form of 

accessories and make up routines.

Movies like Bala and Chhapaak  
are changing the way beauty  

is perceived in Indian. 

Source: 
Sparks and Honey Precision 2030

#InnerBeauty #VitC #Beauty #Makeover #NoFilter

People are ditching the beauty Bible to 
become their own messiah. 

A growing class of educated consumers are redefining 
beauty standards. Its fresh vs. fair, health vs. artificial, 
inner beauty vs. make up. Looks are becoming eccentric, 
playful and artsy. 2020 is all about achieving these 
looks, either scientifically or philosophically.  

The industry is evolving with not just one, but multiple 
beauty standards.

Clinique & lifestyle influencers like 
Komal Pandey are scientifically hacking 

beauty with Vit C infused IV therapy.

Fae Beauty makes makeup 
products that are real, raw & 

unfiltered & can be used  b anyone.



Green Is The New Black

Source: 
Springwire Retail Trends 2020

#OceanPlastic #OrganicClothing #RecycledPlastic #Innovation

Fast fashion is getting cancelled by planetistas. 

Sustainable & ethically sourced fashion is being 
demanded. People are consciously checking for symbols 
like the ‘leaping bunny’ and the ‘recycle wheel’ on their 
clothes and skincare products.  

Agile brands are now making the most of this awakening.
Adidas x Parley’s new 

high-performance shoe is 
made of ocean plastic.

Diesel and Coca Cola have 
joined hands to create clothing 

with recycled plastic. 

House of Masaba is instilling the 
habit of carrying a cloth bag 
with their innovative designs. 



Impulses are now being engineered for 
frictionless fashion. 

The many steps involved in online shopping are 
disappearing. People can discover & buy a 
product with just one click or command, all while 
scrolling through cat memes. Online shopping has 
become seamless. It is now less than even a hop, 
skip and jump away. 

Fashion is now a frictionless purchase journey. 

Slip-in, Ship-out Google shopping is solving  the 
problem of navigating through 

multiple apps for a specific outfit.

Instagram is set to become a 
fashion retail with its new in-app 

payment checkout option. 

Source: 
Springwire Retail Trends 2020, TrendsWatching Report 2020

#OnlineShopping #SocialPlatforms #Users #Locate #OneTapShop 

Echo Look, a Style Assistant with 
Alexa—includes style Check to get a 

second opinion on your outfit.



People are rewriting the T&C of life. The past is back in fashion. A slow 
road to wellness is now the way forward. People are giving ‘living on your 
own terms’ a whole new meaning.

PEOPLE AND LIFESTYLE

The age of life-stylist.



People are slowing down to win the race. 

Last decade saw the rise of high-intensity interval 
training, keto diet & wearables. It seems like this 
year will be about slowing down with lower stress 
levels, workouts, diets & importance of sleep. 

This conscious, intentional, mindful, and organic 
way of life permeating into the health industry 
aims to promote balance, ease & sanity in life. 

Slow Living BMC announces 5 days 
work week for employees 

Wakefit offered sleep internships 
with 1 Lakh pay to encourage 

Indians to sleep more.

Fitness is becoming accessible, inclusive & 
easier to fit into busy lifestyles with On-
demand workouts & mindfulness apps.

Source: 
2020 Outlook

#GetMild #HomeWorkouts #Wellness #Balance #Stress



Forget partying like it’s 1999. These days, we’re 
living like it’s 1999. 

Past is becoming present as ever more consumers 
are seeking inspiration and comfort from the past. 
The Gen Z are finding familiarity in the bygone days, 
finally getting access to a world that wasn't always 
this crazy. The cycle of nostalgia has become  
shorter than ever. 

An increasing role of nostalgia is now seen in 
content, personalisation & even consumer choice.

Nowstalgia 90’s Bollywood fashion is 
making a comeback

Parle announced relaunch 
of the beloved Rola Cola 

Nostalgic content takes over with Spotify’s 
Time Capsule playlists &  Netflix’s   

80s-throwback show Stranger Things

Source: 
GWI Consumer Trends 2020, Pinterest Trends Report, Trendhunter Top Trends 2020

#Bollywood #Fashion #90sFashion #Nostalgia #Throwback



Travel is moving from indulgence to purpose.  

People are chasing experiences that can draft their life 
stories. Itineraries are now defined by ‘purpose’ or one’s 
‘calling’. Its moving from leisure to liberation & sight-
seeing to soul-searching. Family trips are making way 
for more solo ones.  

Now it’s not just about collecting miles, but spending 
them responsibly too. 

Purposeful Wanderlust

98% travellers intend to stay at 
least once in an eco-friendly or 

green accommodation.

A 133% jump in solo-trip bookings by 
people between the age of 22-40 

years has been reported by Livemint.

Facebook has reported that Indians 
are backpacking more than ever for 

treks, hikes & nature photography.

Source: 
Facebook Trends 2020. GWI Consumer Trends 2020, Pinterest Trends Report

#KeralaTourism #Innovative #AgriTourism #Community #SoloTravel  
#Facebook #Backpacking #Treks #Hikes #NaturePhotography

Music festivals to carnivals to food 
fiestas, youngsters are saving and 

queuing up with their tribes.



Came out of the closet, now go out in style. 

People now have the courage to define themselves 
beyond the confines of an otherwise seemingly 
oppressive world. Traditional gender norms and 
identities are changing. Gender is becoming fluid 
as it transcends traditions. Movements like the 
Pride Parade are opening up conversations about 
other social issues.  

People are justifiably seeking representation in  
all areas of life. 

Queer Power Over 1000 restaurants on Zomato now 
proudly own the ‘LGBTQIA+ friendly’ tag.

The Trans community voted for the first time 
under the gender identity of their choice and 

will also be recognised in the 2021 census. 

LGBTQ+ employees at TATA Steel are 
eligible to receive financial aid for 

gender-reassignment surgery and 30-
day special leave for the same.

Fashion brand ‘The Pot Plant’ put a 
‘100% human’ tag on their clothes 

to show that their clothes can be 
worn by any gender.

Source: 
Pinterest Trends Report, Mintel Global Consumer Trends 2020

#Restaurants #Lgbtqia #Community #GenderIdentity  
#TataSteel #FinancialAid #Clothes #Gender



The world of media and entertainment is shifting from broadcast to 
box office, escapism to reality, showmanship to self-portrayal. 

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

Media is blurring lines & lies.



Move over sharing, people are starring in their own 
movies on social media. 

Connecting with people is becoming a second hand 
use of social platforms. It's becoming more about 
raw and even overdramatic expression of ideas and 
emotions. Creativity is now fluid with TikTok and 
podcast culture reimagining indie art spaces.  

Record labels & production  houses will have to 
scale up in order to keep up. 

Theatric Timelines 

The Economic Times & JioSaavn  
have started talking back to  

people with interactive podcasts.

Pepsi utilising TikTok’s virtual stage to  
create user-generated content for their 

#SwagStepChallenge campaign at zero budgets.

Source: 
Daniel Eckler Tech Trends 2020, Hootsuite Social Media Trends 2020, Hubspot Social Media Trends 2020, Falcon Digital 
Marketing Trends 2020, We Are Social 2020, Trendhunter Top Trends 2020, Facebook Trends 2020.

#Accent #Software #Update #InstaTechnology #LatestTechnology  
#Content #Podcast #IndieArt #UserGeneratedContent

Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters read out a viral 
online protest poem by Aziz Ansari in a rally.



In the age of authenticity, ‘Go honest or Go home’ 
is the mantra. 

There’s been a reality check for many, as 
influencers are being compelled to get more real. 
Glossy perfection is being called out. There is now a 
surge in the anti-fake movement, one that uses the 
internet to point out misleading and false content.  

Unfiltered, honest and diverse content is  
becoming the norm.

Come As You Are  Actress Deepika Padukone is breaking 
down false and glamourised facades 

by initiating real conversations  
about mental health.

With Instagram planning to lose the ‘Like’ 
feature, a shift from vanity to authenticity 

on the platform is expected.

To keep a tab on fake news, WhatsApp 
users can now tap on a message to know 

how many times it has been forwarded.

Source: 
Hubspot Social Media Trends 2020, Falcon Digital Marketing Trends 2020, Facebook Trends 2020.

#Actress #RealConversations #MentalHealth #Vanity  
#Authenticity #FakeNews #Whatsapp #Message



People are no more just playing games,  
they are living it. 

It's no more an indoor pastime. Fantasy leagues, 
VR arcades and online gaming are fuelling 
gaming culture with a social drive. The visual 
world is satisfying real life needs like friends, 
entertainment, money and even a career. 

The gamer is leaving the room to game better.

Physical Gaming PUBG mobile has come out with All Stars 
India, a tournament with 16 squads 

participating and prize pool of Rs 50 Lac.

Zero Latency’s Free-Roam VR experience 
allows people to explore game spaces 

engaged in immersive worlds.

Comedian Tanmay Bhat has turned to 
gaming and live-streaming his games 
with Carryminati, a gamefluencer with 

over 10M subs on YouTube.

Discord, the social media platform for 
video gaming communities has 

gained traction in India.

Source: 
Daniel Eckler Tech Trends 2020, GWI Consumer Trends 2020, Facebook Trends 2020.

#PubgMobile #Tournament #Squads #ZeroLatency #VirtualRealityGames  
#Gaming #SocialMedia #VideoGaming #India



2020 is set to outdo 2019 as the year of  
female athletes. 

Beyond pride and glory to the nation, Indian 
women athletes are bringing with them a sense of 
optimism for younglings. Women’s participation 
in grassroots are increasing as female achievers 
are rightfully stealing mens’ thunder.  

A strong, inspired & ambitious breed of female 
athletes are in the making.

Athladies For the first time in history, India will be hosting 
the FIFA U17 Women’s World Cup in 2020.

Adding to the list of biopics on female athletes 
like Mary Kom & Dangal, stories on Saina 

Nehwal & Mithali Raj are expected this year.

Puma’s ‘Propah Lady’ featuring Dutee 
Chand and Mary Kom are turning female 

athletes into influencers.

#WomensWorldCup #FifaU17 #Biopics #FemaleAthletes #BrandCampaigns #Influencers
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